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Always ready for care: 
The convertible comfort upholstered bed

Dreamlike slumber and enjoyment of life: stellar is a 
high-quality comfort upholstered bed that com-
bines sleeping comfort with stylish comfort, and can 
pamper with many innovative features. For instance 
the stellar is equipped as standard with a wired hand 
control as well as an illuminated radio hand control, 
both enable the selection of individual sitting or 
relaxation positions.

Further extras such as the lateral USB port of the 
headboard and the reading lamp also fulfill the 
highest demands on comfort and function.

stellar is available as a single or double bed and, 
thanks to a wide range of colours and fabrics, fits 
in any furnishing style.
Care? Maybe later: stellar can be equipped with lif-
ting pole and head-section side rails if required and 
thus be converted into a nursing care bed. Practical 
detail: With a double bed, only one side of the bed 
can be configured accordingly.
stellar is thus predestined for living forms such 
as assisted living or senior residences, but is also 
ideally suited as a comfort upholstered bed for the 
private use.
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Maria (54), Aschaffenburg

“With ex-
traordinary 

quality we want to 
convince people 
who are interested 
in spending their  
retirement at our 
seniors’ residence. 
The stellar is exactly 
the right bed for 
this”!
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Dimensions

Single bed

Outer dimensions  105 x 227 cm

Lying surface  90 x 200 cm

Special widths  100, 120, 140 cm

Special length  220 cm

Double bed

Outer dimensions  195 x 227 cm

Lying surface  180 x 200 cm

Special width double bed        200 cm

Special length  220 cm

Height adjustment  40 - 80 cm

Lifter access  possible after removal of 
the lower side panel

Weights

Single bed

Bed weight approx.  167 kg

Safe working load  220 kg

Max. person weight  185 kg

Double bed

Bed weight approx.  ca. 304 kg

Safe working load per side  per bed side 220 kg

Max. person weight  per bed side 185 kg

Further equipment features

Lying surfaces 
ripolux® neo in three hardness grades

Motor 
Splash-proof according to IPX4, high-quality spiral 
cable with strain relief and kink protection, SMPS plug 
transformer with extra-low safety voltage offering 
safety from the socket

Convertible to a nursing 
care bed

Comfort sitting position

Ergonomic lying surface 
with ripolux® neo in three 
degrees of hardness

Also available as double bed

Wireless and wired hand 
control

Reading lamp

Illuminated
wireless hand control

USB hub on reading lamp

Extra: lateral USB port and 
socket for headboard

Standard ripolux® neo
in three different
degrees of hardness

ambiance lighting

You can choose between different 
widths, lengths and heights

Product specifications and accessories can be 
found from page 56 onwards

Suitable for TEXIBLE Wisbi® Page 42

stellar

Retrofittable,  
head-section side rails

The product advantages of stellar:

Wired hand control 
for the care situ-
ation

Upholstered end 
panel in two diffe-
rent heights 90 cm 
and 120 cm  
selectable

Retrofittable, head-section 
side rails

Standard ripolux® neo
lying surface

Comfort sitting position

More information: 

www.bock.net/xj12-en


